










ART 107 Intro to Painting Goal 6a Competencies Chart

Competency: Students
will be able to:

Learning Activities Assessment

Demonstrate awareness
of the scope and variety
of works in the arts and
humanities;

Reading, research, viewing slide
presentations, and gallery/museum
visitation.
Examples: Presentations showcasing
important historical painting
advancements and movements, painters
and their techniques, and contemporary
painting. We will also have the ability
to see paintings in real life at the
Winona Marine Art Museum.

Evaluation of research,
paintings completed in class.
Examples: Quizzes on
painters and painting styles,
discussion in museums
about paintings in front of
us, discourse in class about
painting and painters.

Understand those works
as expressions of
individual and human
values within an
historical and social
context;

Reading, research, class discussion,
art-site visits and discussion (galleries
and museums).
Examples: discussion of the significance
behind certain paintings in slide
presentations and on site in a museum,
selected readings on art (for example:
But Is It Art by Cynthia Freeland or
Steal Like An Artist by Austin Kleon)

Evaluation of research,
paintings completed in class,
participation in discussions
Examples: orally evaluating
the students’ understanding
of assigned readings, class
discourse on slide
presentations, articulating
self-awareness of the
context of their paintings

Respond critically to
works in the arts and
humanities;

Oral critique, written critique
Example: quizzes on painters and
painting styles, student orally
communicating their own
self-awareness of the context of their
paintings, daily discussion of technique

Evaluate oral participation
and written critique
Examples: quizzes (see
previous), oral
communication (see
previous)

Engage in the creative
process or interpretive
performance; specifically
create 2-D artworks
using oil paint

Studio practice; observing demos of
techniques
Examples: painting assignments of still
lives, plein air landscape paintings,
master copies, self portraits, etc.

Evaluate studio projects;
evaluate studio technique
practice
Examples: evaluate how well
students produced these
paintings by the means
specified 2 boxes below

Articulate an informed
personal reaction to
works in the arts and
humanities.

Oral critique, written critique

Example: The student will have several
paintings by the end of the class that
have dealt with not only different ways
to apply paint and to ‘see’ in an artistic
way, but they will bring a personal
element (vision) to these paintings.

Evaluate oral participation
and written critique
Example: students orally
discussing the personal and
historical connection to
their paintings; quizzes;
evidence of understanding
shown by competent
paintings

Employ the methods of Research, studio practice, self-critique Evaluate studio projects;



an arts practitioner
(including artist or
scholar) in order to
study or produce work
that is created primarily
for its aesthetic value,
specifically
understanding and using
the elements and
principles of design, and
working with ideas and
concepts.

Examples:
1) showing correct color mixing
techniques, starting with having simple
color mixing exercises 2) showing
students how to lay color down on a
surface, 3) showing students how to
change paint viscosity and for what
reason, 4) showing students other
painting factors, such as how to clean
brushes, create properly primed
(gessoed) painting surfaces, how to
avoid simple compositional errors, etc

assess self-critique
1) did the student mix their
color correctly, evidenced
through each and every
painting they do 2) did the
student put the paint on the
canvas well, or is it streaky
or otherwise insufficient, 3)
did the student think about
how best to put that paint on
the surface (‘fat’ over ‘lean’,
meaning more medium
content vs thicker, oily
paint, knifed on, size of
brush, edge consideration,
etc). and 4) any other
problems that may occur
(for example, poor
composition, not painting to
the edge, surface wasn’t
properly prepared, etc)

Assessment on how to evaluate studio practice:
  In this class, I will be teaching the medium of paint with principles of color theory, color mixing,
behavior of paint (viscosity, adding of paint mediums, drying times, etc) and paint application
(glazing, impasto, transparencies, palette knife vs brush, types of brushes, etc). My assessment
will be to see the student’s understanding of these principles and techniques through the
viewing of their work. In painting, there are a number of acceptable applied ‘answers’ to these
problems, but there are a number of quantifiable ‘wrong’ executions of these principles. I will be
grading my students not on the basis of talent, but on whether or not they were capable of
applying their new knowledge to a painting. To this end, this is a perfect General Education
approach, since all educational backgrounds can learn color, mixing, and application without much
prior art background. My assessment will therefore be more about evaluating the process and
product, and judging how well the student met the set criteria.


